
HISTORY AND SUMMARY OF IUSD’S  

STUDENT ADVOCACY TRIP TO SACRAMENTO 

 

 The idea of a student advocacy trip to Sacramento began in 2005 when 2 students from 

IUSD accompanied the 4th District PTA on their annual Sacramento Safari trip.  It was apparent 

that the legislators and policy makers were very interested in the students’ experiences when 

Representative Lynn Dauscher focused her informal conversation on Katherine Woodfield, a 

Northwood High student.  At that point, Wendy Bokota and Lauren Brooks realized that we 

needed to encourage more students to come up to Sacramento and speak about their 

education. 

 

 The next year we encouraged all IUSD high school PTSA’s to send more students on 

the PTA Sacramento Safari trip.  That year we had 10 students and one teacher representing 4 

IUSD high schools accompany the adults on the advocacy trip.  The experience made us aware 

that we needed to make this into a separate student advocacy trip.  We realized student 

advocacy helped to educate the legislators and policy makers about the real effect of their 

decisions concerning education, as well as having the potential to bring in more financial 

resources for the Irvine School District.  In addition, this type of trip gives the students a very 

unique “real world” experience in the public sector. 

 

 As such, in 2007 our first IUSD Student Advocacy Trip to Sacramento began.  That year 

we sent 19 students, 3 School Board members, one administrator, one teacher and 3 parents to 

Sacramento.  The trip was very successful and has continued to grow and evolve each year. 

 

The Student Advocacy Trip is not just a free trip to Sacramento for the students.  It is an 

educational experience from beginning to end.  The trip is open to only juniors and seniors at all 

5 IUSD high schools.  We streamlined the application and selection process for all the high 

schools relying on PTSA Advocacy representatives, staff, and administration to complete the 

process.  The students must submit an application with three short essays on their experiences 

as well as why they want to advocate on behalf of education.   Each applicant is then 

interviewed and selected by a teacher/administrator panel.  In an effort to keep our numbers 

manageable, 4 students from each high school are selected, as well as each high school’s 

student legislative action representative, for a total of 5 students from 4 of the high schools.  

Creekside’s selection process of its 2 student representatives is conducted separately with their 

principal.  Each high school is also asked to send one teacher/administrator to accompany their 

students on the trip.  The selection process is completed by the end of January. 

 

  Then the education process begins.  The students attend a series of evening meetings 

with various panels.  This year, we will meet with all the students at their first evening panel 

meeting and over the logistics of the trip as well as collect all necessary information.  They are 

also given a great deal of information on education, including history, the legislative process, 

advocacy, funding and biographies of the people they will meet up in Sacramento. 

Panel speakers have included IUSD Superintendent Terry Walker, IUSD School Board 

President, IUSD School Board Members, members from IPSF, IUCPTA, ITA, CSEA, IUSD 



principals, counselors, athletic directors, coordinators of science, technology, arts, and mental 

health, facilities director and IUSD lobbyist, Bill Blattner who is our host during our trip up in 

Sacramento.  He will prepare students with an overview of the day and educate them about 

pressing issues in education.  The students will also have a chance to discuss issues facing 

their respective school and formulate their areas of interest to speak about while in Sacramento.   

 

The students also organize a panel at their own schools with teachers, administrators, 

and counselors to discuss issues that are affecting their individual school sites.  They then 

share these issues with the entire IUSD student group and discuss them as a whole.  

Throughout the entire process, we make efforts to ensure that the group works as a unified unit 

from all of IUSD, and not just as representatives from each individual high school.  We also 

make sure the issues affecting all levels of education, from Kindergarten through 12th grade, are 

discussed.  We encourage each student to select a few specific issues that are of interest to 

them and have them prepare to raise these issues while in Sacramento.  In addition, we make 

sure that the group as a whole is covering the major issues affecting education today. 

 

When the students finally make the trip up to Sacramento, they are fully informed and 

prepared to advocate on behalf of education. Bob Blattner, our IUSD lobbyist, organizes who 

the students meet, but the day is fluid and surprises happen each year.  In addition, every year 

the students have had a chance to sit in the Senate and Assembly chambers, as well as visit 

the Governor’s office.  

 

 History shows that our IUSD students are extremely well prepared and eloquent.  They 

are respectful and well received by the legislators, lobbyists, and policy makers that they meet.  

In fact, we have even had legislators contact us and ask to meet with the students when they 

are in Sacramento.  Our positive reputation is spreading, and as such, so is the students’ ability 

to affect change.  

 

Although the day is long, it is extremely successful and rewarding.  The students have 

the ability to help make policies that affect their future.  They witness the frustrations of politics, 

the hard work of those working behind the scenes, and the rewards of successful policy making. 

 

 


